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About This Game

Building on the successes of their award-winning Midnight Mysteries adventure series, MumboJumbo has created an all-new
adventure franchise. Boasting interactive backgrounds, story-driven puzzles, an animated main character, voice acting and a rich

narrative filled with twists and turns, Angelica Weaver: Catch Me When You Can is action-packed and sure to be another hit!

Angelica Weaver, a detective on Chicago’s Special Task Force, must use her renowned deductive skills to stop a present day
killer. The only way for her to get ahead of this killer is to first identify a murderer who escaped justice over a hundred years

ago. Angelica has the ability to connect with the dead. Through supersensory visions she is able to jump back and forth between
crime scenes on the streets of historic London and present-day Chicago where the victims reveal to her their final moments.

Work with Angelica as she puzzles her way through the past and uses her insights to stop the pattern in the future in this hidden
object puzzle adventure.

Angelica actively participates as you explore detailed environments and sift through hidden-object scenes for clues. Using
Angelica’s journal and a highly developed hint system, close the case in the present and in the past, by piecing together game-

changing information for an unexpected twist.

Angelica Weaver’s intriguing story is complemented with stunning visuals and sound effects that captivate and surprise. This
compelling adventure, full of challenges and dozens of unique puzzles, delivers yet another thrilling experience from

MumboJumbo.

Be the detective! Angelica Weaver and the city of Chicago enlist your help. 
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Key Features:

A gripping storyline providing many hours of in-depth game play
Over one hundred and fifty realistically rendered scenes
Unique story-driven puzzles
Captivating, life-like main character with voice-over
Collector’s Edition includes a bonus chapter and unlockable unlimited hidden-object play mode, plus additional content
(available on most platforms): concept art, screensavers and wallpapers
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angelica weaver catch me when you can collector’s edition. angelica weaver catch me when you can edition collector. angelica
weaver catch me when you can collector's edition walkthrough

Opposing Force was Gearbox's first game and they did not disappoint back then. As the first of two Half-Life expansions
Opposing Force put you in the shoes of a military character sent in to take out Gordon Freeman. Same quality as the original
Half-Life and another great storyline addition to the Half-Life world. This is what all expansions of games should look like..
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achivment get. All my friends enjoyed this game. We looked very funny playing it. It\u2019s probably not a high-budget game,
but it\u2019s simple and fun!. First of all, I'll start by saying that even if it doesn't last long (5h or so), it's totally worth the cost
even at full price. This is a kinetic novel, meaning that you have no meaningful choice allowed and therefore no replayability
but it's perfect as it is.
The art is good, the story is consistant and well-written, the music is not the best I've ever heard but it sure serves well its
purpose of accompanying us on this journey.
The characters are bright, not dumb or irritating, you get to know them, to see them evolve, to acknowledge their issues and to
feel empathy. My favourite one is the male main character, he has a really tortured personality but his awkwardness makes him
so hilarious at times, I really came to like him. His actual job was my first guess at the beginning of the game. The outcome may
have been obvious for some too but honestly, until the very last sentence, I prayed for a good ending. I'll be honest, I cried at the
end.. This is an old school dungeon crawler and is somewhat reminiscent of the old "Temple of Apshai".
There is no WASD movement. Click where you want to go and your man will walk there.
Battles auto engage when your character and the MOB meet.
Thile this game is somewhat limited as to what you can actually do, it does scratch that nostalgic itch.

Graphics are 16 bit-ish soundtrack is MIDI-ish. The in game music tends to get on ones nerves after a while ( I turned it off)I
didn't find any bugs and the game works smooth. If you're looking for a simple time killer that reminds you of the good old
days, this isn't bad. If you're looking for more... Not going to find it here.

Overall rating 5/10 based on repetitive simplicity but I would recommend to that that want to re-live their childhood.. The game
appears to be abandoned - no word from the developers for what feels like an eternity since the last update. I don't think the
game is in a good enough state to be left like this.. The team at Brightrock Games further improve their craft with this carefully
designed DLC, which I might add was free for backers and early adopters, though I would have paid money on day one for it
anyway.

Some of the challenges and the map design harks back to Dungeon Keeper designs. Its good. Fix this jumping. Works good for
a bit and then the buses just jump right off the map. Fix, fix, fix.
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Game crashes on too many functions. No easy link to a manual unlike other games I have. Essentially unplayable. Too bad since
it looked an interesting game.. It's like Minecraft! Except instead of mining ore, you build a drill the size of your Minecraft
castle to mine ore into your massive automated production lines. Then you call down orbital strikes on massive overminds to
stop them from sending wave after wave of bugs at your base. Finally, pump lava from 1km underground to spray it on evil cold
fungus trying to take over your base. WHICH IS JUST LIKE MINECRAFT AS FAR AS I KNOW!. Pretty damn wicked ��.
This is a fantasic turn based strategy game, any strategy lover should try it.. I honestly wanted to like the game bu the awful
camera ruins it for me. IF you fancy an alternative to minecraft and can put with a third person camera, this might be the game.
Outstanding twin stick shooter, you'd expect nothing less from Radian Games. If only they had more games on steam! Highly
recommended!. This is a very mediocre game. I have played many HOGs over the years and this one simply didn't grab me. Art
was ok and it did have an original concept being in wartime. However, to my surprise, it was quite short. I tend to take my time
and I finished in 4 hours. It was very easy too. I play on casual mode and didn't require a walkthrough at all, which is very rare.
You are really held by the hand, so if you're looking for a challenge, don't play this!!
Overall, I found the game to be very boring. It was missing a spark along the way. Lots of HO scenes and mini puzzle, but
storyline was poor.
5 out of 10 for me. Definitely buy when on a sale which is what I did.. i think you should fix server sea since i just today want to
try this game but after entering training room or match i cant even pick item or weapon or anything like jetpack it quite laggy.
please fix it and then will i try this game again or never play again. A addictive puzzle platformer with great music and level
creaters. Great for the price!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Gp57yGda-vw
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